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Lynmore & Foregin Descriptions – 10th Dec 2018
Bogbain Burn
Limekiln 1 NH 86817 24714
On the NW edge of a raised area of rough grazing, above and 5m east of the Allt na Criche burn, are
the remains of this limekiln. A broad V-shaped depression facing NW, with scattered large stones
representing the original entrance, runs down from the remains of the bowl. These remains stand
0.6m high, the bowl being 5m E-W, 6m N-S.
The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map, surveyed 1867-71, shows a limekiln at this site. This is not
recorded on a previous 1808 estate map, nor on the later 1900 2nd edition OS map.
Limekiln 2 NH 86415 24556
On the SW corner of a raised area of rough grazing, possibly an eschar, are the remains of this
limekiln. The V-shaped, W-facing, entrance, 3m N-S by 10m E-W, is marked by an intermittent line of
large stones, best seen on the southern side. A line of small stones running N-S halfway along this
declivity probably represents the western edge of the original bowl, 5m diameter.
The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map, surveyed 1867-71, shows a limekiln at this site. This is not
recorded on a previous 1808 estate map, nor on the later 1900 2nd edition OS map.

Tom Dubh
The footings of two small buildings sit on a small ridge between two fields to the SW of West
Foregin;
Building 1 – centred on NH 86979 24801. A retangular depression 0.5m deep is on a NE-SW
alignment and measures 4 x 2m
Building 2 – centred on NH 86980 24807. This building is close to and similar to building 1 but on a
NW-SE alignment and 3.5m x 2m x 0.3m deep

West Foregin GR centred on NH 87160 25043
This settlement was called Midd Forregin on an 1808 estate map, Foregin on the 1st & 2nd edition OS
maps, and West Foregin on the current OS map. In 1808, the settlement of Lynmore to the NW was
called Wester Forregin!
The survey identified a modern house, a ruined steading to the W, and low walls of previous
buildings in rough grazing to the SW.
Steading NH 87115 25015
This L-shaped building has intact walls of dressed and shaped stone, 0.6m thick and 2.1 m high. The
walls at the end of the NE arm are now tumbled, to 0.2 - 0.3m high. No NE end to the building. The
external SW & NW walls are 19m long, with the building 6m wide. Upstanding walls are constructed
with dressed and shaped stones. There are two doorways in the NE-facing wall and three doors in
the SE-facing wall, each with intact lintels. The building is unroofed. Ruins of an outshot or extension
at SE end still apparent at 0.25m high, 6m by 6m.
This L-shaped building is identified on the 1st edition amd current OS maps, but not on an 1808
estate map.
Ruins of two buildings, with remaining low stone and turf walls, 1m spread and up to 0.3m high, sit
in rough grazing to the east of the access track to the farmstead, just south of a post-and-wire fence.
 The NW building is 6m x 15m, orientated SW-NE, and centred on GR: NH 87140 24984. It is
6m NW of...
 The SE building, which consists of two adjoined components in a L-shape:
o The NE component is externally 8m x 4m, orientated NE-SW, with intact ruined
walls, and recessed on the NW side. This building abuts the …
o S component, which is orientated NW-SE, externally 4m x 8m, and recessed on the
NW side to 0.5m deep. The SE end wall is deficient. It is centred on GR: NH 87146
24970
These buildings are recognisable on an 1808 estate map, but not present on 1st edition OS map
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Outbuilding, possibly a steading, with intact walls, 0.6m thick and
2.1 m high on SW, SE, NW aspects.
Walls at NE end now tumbled, as shown, to 0.2 - 0.3m. No NE end
to building. Both SW & NW walls 19m, with building 6m wide.
Upstanding walls constructed with dressed and shaped stones.
Doorways shown, each with intact lintel.
The building is unroofed. Ruins of outshot or extension at SE end
s�ll apparent at 0.25m high, 6m wide, 6m long.
This building is recognisable on 1st edi�on OS map.

Ruins of two buildings present in rough grazing, with remaining sstone
and turf walls 1m thick and up to 0.3m high.
NW building is 6m x 15m, orientated SW-NE. 6m north of the...
SE building consists of two adjoined components in a L-shape.
The NE component is externally 8m x 4m, orientated NE-SW, with intact
ruined walls, and recessed on the NW side. This building abuts the S
component, which is orientated NW-SE, externally 4m x 8m, and
recessed on the NW side to0.5m. The SE end wall is deﬁcient.
These buildings are recognisable on an 1808 estate map, but not present
on 1st edi�on OS map.

Lynmore
The settlement of Lynmore (alternative name Wester Forrigen on 1808 estate map) sits on a glacial
terrace at an altitude of 390m, overlooking improved ground to the south and a small burn to the
east. It comprises a farm building, a steading, an enclosure and a further/?earlier building. All the
buildings are roofed on the 1st Edition OS map; a settlement appears on an estate map of 1808 in
this location; it is named Wester Forregin.
Farm/building - GR centred on NH 86753 25166 This rectangular building on a NE-SW alignment
measuring 11.5m x 4m internally has substantial remains. The walls are double faced, mortared,
0.5m thick and standing, in the main, to eves height (2m); the NE gable stands to its full height of
c4.5m but much of the east gable has fallen. The NE gable has a fireplace, a press in the N corner and
an alcove at high level.
Of note are two fallen granite lintels at the front of the building; they are 1.7m (length) x 0.25m x
0.25m
The stone footings of a detached outhouse measuring, 4m x 3.5m overall, are to the rear of the
building and to the NE a steading adjoins the farmstead. A “garden”/enclosure to the SE is also
associated
Garden – approximately 10m SE of the main farm building a rectangular enclosure, 22m by 16.5m,
probably represents a previous garden. The enclosure is orientated SE-NW, and open at the NW
side. The remaining three sides are represented by 1m spread of low stone and turf walls, up to
0.5m high. The SE wall sits on a constructed stone terrace above the land sloping steeply away to the
SE, this stonework best seen at the SW corner.
Steading – GR centred on NH 86765 25183 This complex building with what appears to be many
alterations adjoins the Farmstead at Lynemore. It is L shaped, measures c25m (NE-SW) x c18m (NWSE) and encloses a central “courtyard” roughly 15m (NE-SW) x 12.5m (NW-SE). The walls are double
faced, mortared and 0.5m thick, similar in construction to the farmstead. The outer walls stand to
eves height of 2.2m but the inner walls are mostly ruined with evidence of doorways having been
blocked up.
SE Building – GR centred on NH 86799 25151 The remains of this building to the SE of the main
farmstead and steading at Lynmore sit on the edge of the glacial terrace. The building is on a NW-SE
alignment and measures c15m x 5m overall. The stone footings are substantial being 1m thick and
generally 0.2m high but 0.5m at the NE end. In the north half of the SW wall an obvious linear
granite block 1m in length may be a threshold or a fallen lintel representing an entrance.

Upper Lynmore
A settlement of two buildings on the edge of improved ground at an altitude of 414m. A single
building appears on an estate map of 1808
Building 1 centred on NH 86468 25287. This is the northmost of the two buildings, the footings are
on a NE-SW alignment and measure 15m x 4m overall. The walls are mostly of turf although some
stone was noted. They are up to 0.5m high; the SW end wall was absent. Two entrances are in the SE
wall; on this side, in front of the building, a scooped depression may have been a midden.
Building 2 – centred on NH 86463 25278 The southern of the two buildings is a few metres to the
south of building 1. The rectangular turf footings are on a NW-SE alignment and are 15m x 5m
overall, but it is possibly truncated by a track at its SE end. The turf footings are just 0.2m high and
have a spread of 0.6 to 1m. There are two compartments that to the NW being the smallest at 3m x
3m internally

Allt na h-Easgainn
Building– GR centred on NH 86376 24891. This building sits at the N edge of an area of improved
ground, between a post-and-wire fence to the SE and the Allt na h-Easgainn burn, 10m to the NW. It
is rectangular, on a NE-SW alignment and measures 6m x 4m. The turf and stone footings are up to
0.3m high, those in the NE corner being best preserved at 0.5m height.
To the NE of this building a broad V-shaped cut in the steeply sloping hillside, with scattered large
stones, may represent a ruined limekiln. GR – NH 86383 24899.

Bogbain Burn/Inchtomich - alternative names Inchtomach. GR centred on NH 8605 2450
Six buildings are situated on a series of three connected knolls, probably an eschar, lying to the west
of marshland. Two of these buildings form an L shape and were identified on a 1986 aerial
photograph (AP) and subsequently recorded on the Historic Environment Record, MHG29150, under
the name “Bogbain Burn”. An 1808 estate map gives the name Inchtomich to five buildings at this
site, and the 1st Edition OS map has Inchtomach with 2 roofed buildings and two ruined buildings.
Steeply sided scoops in the SW and W of this eschar probably represent quarries associated with the
construction of the Highland Railway, 1896-8, which runs 35m to the south.
Building 1: centred on NH 86081 24542, is a long rectangular structure, orientated E-W, recessed
into the N side of the eastern knoll. The structure is recessed into the hillside, with the E & W ends
being faced with courses of stone.
Building 2: orientated E-W, lies approximately 10m to the west of Building 1. It’s wall footings are up
to 0.4m high.
Building 3: GR is roughly centred on NH 8609 2450. This L-shaped building was seen in the 1986 AP,
described in MHG29150. Sitting prominently on the summit of the highest, eastern knoll, it consists
of two separate structures.
 The NE structure, approx 15m by 6.5m, is orientated NE-SW and probably represents a
house. It’s 1m thick walls of dressed stone still stand up to 1.5m high, highest on the SW
side.
 The SW structure, approx 25m by 5.5m, is orientated NW-SE, and probably represents a byre
or steading. Its remaining walls stand to 0.7m high, maximal on the SW side.
Building 4: is situated further W, lying on a level grassy platform on the NW edge of the eschar,
surrounded by trees to the N and W. Orientated NE-SW, with low stone walls up to 0.5m high, it is
roughly centred on GR: NH 8597 2445.
Building 5: A rectangular building roughly centred on NH 8601 2444; it is on a NE-SW alignment
represented by low turf walls, up to 0.3m high, with the shallow hollows of 2 compartments.
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Plan of Settlement of Inchtomich

Two houses built into the north facing bank of the promontory.
The eastern one is centred on NH 86081 24542
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Sculpted quarries into the prominent ridge,
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from the time of the railway 35m to the south.
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